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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF FLORIDA 

 
CASE NO:  12- CIV-22439- COOKE/MCALILEY 

 
MICCOSUKEE TRIBE OF INDIANS  
OF FLORIDA, 
 
 Plaintiff,         
v. 
 
BILLY CYPRESS, et al., 
 
 Defendants. 
__________________________________/ 

 
DEFENDANT LEHTINEN'S RESPONSE IN OPPOSITION 

TO MOTION TO DISQUALIFY THE HONORABLE MARCIA G. COOKE 
 
 Defendant Dexter Lehtinen files herein his Response in Opposition to the 

Tribe’s Motion to Disqualify presiding Judge Marcia G. Cooke. 

SUMMARY 

 Plaintiff's Motion to Disqualify should be denied for the following reasons 

(each of which is sufficient, in and of itself, to deny the Motion): 

1. The Tribe and Its Attorney Received Notice of, and Had an Opportunity to 

Participate in Proceedings Related to, the IRS Summons to Lehtinen--  Plaintiff 

Miccosukee Tribe of Indians (hereinafter “Tribe”) and its attorney Bernardo 

Roman received notice of the summons issued to Defendant Lehtinen by the 

Internal Revenue Service, filed a Petition to Quash the Summons (asserting, among 

other arguments, attorney-client privilege), and then withdrew the Petition to 
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Quash.  Accordingly, all assertions in the pending Motion to Disqualify claiming 

that the Tribe and its attorney lacked notice and claiming that the Tribe had no 

opportunity to defend its attorney-client privilege are categorically false. 

 2.  All of the Judge's Remarks Followed the Presentation of Substantial 

Evidence in the Case and Were Based on Such Evidence; and the Court's 

Remarks and Behavior Did Not Demonstrate Bias or Prejudice -- Remarks by the 

Judge cited by Plaintiff Tribe occurred in May, 2014 and thereafter, following the 

filing of substantial evidence in 2013, including the evidence supporting the 

motions for sanctions and the motions to dismiss and/or for summary judgment (all 

in 2013).  Accordingly, the claim that the Judge's remarks were made "during and 

before the evidentiary hearing,” worded so as to imply that the Judge's remarks 

were not, and could not be, based on any evidence derived from the case, are 

misleading and incorrect.  The remarks were in no way outrageous and responded 

to evidence presented in the case at the time each remark was made. 

 3.  No Prejudice Could Derive From the So-Called "Summons Case" 

Because the Statements Made Therein by Lehtinen Are Substantially Similar to 

Those Made in the Rule 11 Hearing, and the Tribe Possessed Each and Every 

Document Submitted Therein -- The statements given by Defendant Lehtinen in 

the "summons case" were no different than the statements made at the Rule 11 

hearing, where the Tribe had every opportunity to present evidence on the matters.  
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In addition, every document submitted by Defendant Lehtinen in the summons 

case had been in the possession of the Tribe from the time the documents were 

created.  Accordingly, no prejudice could result to the Tribe. 

I.    The Tribe and Its Attorney Received Notice of, and Had an Opportunity to 
Participate in Proceedings Related to, the IRS Summons to Lehtinen 

 
 The Tribe and Mr. Roman were properly notified of the IRS summons to 

Lehtinen and chose not to participate further, after first filing a Petition to Quash 

the Summons and then withdrawing the Petition.  See Docket Sheet of Case 12-

MC-22273, attached as Exhibit 9. 

 A.  The Correct Timeline  

The "timeline" presented in Plaintiff Tribe's Motion to Disqualify is missing 

the following critical events and dates: 

May 30, 2013 -- The United States served upon Dexter Lehtinen a third-

party summons, pursuant to I.R.C. 7603(b)(2)(E), requesting testimony and 

documents relating to tax issues concerning the Miccosukee Tribe of Indians of 

Florida.  (Attached as Exhibit 1; see also Exhibit 6, Petition to Enforce, ¶ 15, and 

Exhibit 7, Declaration in Petition to Enforce, ¶ 14; see also Tribe’s Motion to 

Disqualify, Tribe’s Exhibit E-1.) 

 

May 30, 2012 -- The United States served upon Plaintiff Miccosukee Tribe 

of Indians of Florida, pursuant to I.R.C. 7609(a), a copy of the third-party 

summons served upon Defendant Lehtinen, seeking testimony and documents 

relating to the Miccosukee Tribe. (Affidavit of proof of service on Tribe attached 
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as Exhibit 2). The service on the Tribe included a copy of the summons to 

Lehtinen and an explanation of how the Tribe can dispute the summons.  (Attached 

as Exhibit 3; see also Exhibit 6, Petition to Enforce, ¶ 16, and Exhibit 7, 

Declaration in Petition to Enforce, ¶ 15; see also Tribe’s Motion to Disqualify, 

Tribe’s exhibit E-1.) 

 

June 18, 2012 --  The Miccosukee Tribe filed Petition to Quash the 

summons issued to Lehtinen, including in the Petition the argument that the Tribe 

asserts attorney-client privilege. The Tribe's Petition to Quash was signed by 

attorney Bernardo Roman. Miccosukee Tribe of Indians of Florida v, United 

States, case no. 1:12-MC-22273 (S.D. Fla.) Doc. 1 (Attached as Exhibit 4; see also 

Exhibit 6, Petition to Enforce, ¶ 17, and Exhibit 7, Declaration in Petition to 

Enforce, ¶ 17; see also Tribe’s Motion to Disqualify, Tribe’s exhibit E-1.) 

 

July 18, 2012 --  The Miccosukee Tribe filed Notice of Voluntary 

Dismissal of its Petition to Quash the summons.  (Attached as Exhibit 5; see also 

Exhibit 6, Petition to Enforce, ¶ 17, and Exhibit 7, Declaration in Petition to 

Enforce, ¶ 17; see also Tribe’s Motion to Disqualify, Tribe’s exhibit E-1.) 

 

 These are obviously critical events and dates, which completely obliterate 

Plaintiff Tribe's assertions of unfairness and surprise.  Every attorney knows that a 

party's choice not to challenge a third-party IRS summons, after having received 

proper notice of the summons (and in the Tribe's case, having filed and then 

withdrawn its challenge) will result in further actions on the summons without 
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participation of the party that had chosen to waive its objections to disclosure of 

the information sought in the summons. 

 B.   False Claims in the Motion 

The following assertions in the Motion to Disqualify are obviously false: 

 1.  "without any notice"; “unaware"-- The Tribe claims that the Court 

proceeded to compel Lehtinen to comply with the IRS summons "without any 

notice  to the Tribe or its Tribal Attorney, Mr. Roman, who were unaware of that 

proceeding"  (pending Motion to Disqualify, 3-4).  Likewise, the Tribe claims that 

"Roman and the Tribe...were never informed of the IRS case and were unaware of 

the IRS Case" (pending Motion to Disqualify, 11). 

 These claims are clearly false, as Mr. Roman himself had previously filed a 

Motion to Quash the subpoena on behalf of the Tribe, and then withdrew that 

Petition to Quash. See Docket Sheet in case 12-MC-22273, attached as Exhibit 9. 

All events occurring after the Tribe withdrew its Petition to Quash obviously 

occurred without further notice to the Tribe or the Tribe's participation.  

Apparently Mr. Roman has failed to notify current counsel of these facts – an 

almost certainly deliberate omission.     

 2.  "without its participation" -- The Tribe asserts that the Court 

proceeded "without [the Tribe’s] participation or ability to defend itself.  See  

pending Motion to Disqualify, ¶4.  The Tribe further claims that it was "not invited 
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to participate in the IRS Case, [was] never informed of the IRS Case, and w[as] 

unaware of the IRS Case" (pending Motion to Disqualify, 11).  Also, the Tribe 

claims that the Court compelled Lehtinen "without Respondents' participation" 

(pending Motion to Disqualify, 12). 

 Contrary to these claims, the Tribe had participated and then consciously 

withdrew and waived its objection to the disclosure of the documents and 

information sought in the IRS subpoena.  A party withdrawing its objections 

cannot be allowed to later assert that it was not notified and permitted to object 

regarding the matter at issue.  The subsequent step of compelling Lehtinen to 

answer questions in response to the summons was a logical and entirely expected 

step in connection with the summons issued to Lehtinen, and regarding which the 

Tribe and its attorney had been properly notified. 

 In light of the Tribe's present claim that it was not allowed to participate in 

the compulsion proceeding, the Tribe's earlier withdrawal of its participation in the 

summons issue looks like a "set-up", a planned effort to later plead unfairness 

through non-participation after having concluded that participation would be 

detrimental to its interests. An even graver supposition is that the Tribe dismissed 

its challenge to the IRS Subpoena because the Tribe’s instant lawsuit had just been 

assigned to Judge Cooke (July 1, 2012), and the Tribe did not want Judge Cooke to 

delve into the merits of the IRS Subpoena case had been re-assigned from Judge 
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Lenard’s Division to Judge Cooke’s Division twelve days earlier (June 19, 2012).  

The Tribe’s dismissal of its challenge to the IRS summons may have been a 

shrewd tactical maneuver, but it cannot now be used by the Tribe to claim 

prejudice because Judge Cooke later considered the issue raised by the Tribe after 

all. See Docket entries 4, 5, and 11, in Docket of case 12-MC-22273, attached as 

Exhibit 9. Accordingly, the Court may wish to inquire of the Tribe and Mr. Roman 

how these specious claims in the Motion to Disqualify could have developed. 

 3.  "Neither Lehtinen nor the Court notified the Tribe" -- While 

accusing both Lehtinen and the Court of failing to notify the Tribe about the IRS’ 

Petition to Compel, no authority is provided as to why either Lehtinen or the Court 

should have done so. The Tribe knew the IRS sought this information from 

Lehtinen, and knew that the case of the IRS-summons had been assigned to Judge 

Cooke, yet chose to dismiss its challenge to the summons.  It cannot feign surprise 

that the IRS later petitioned for Enforcement of the Summons before Judge Cooke. 

 First, even a cursory review of the applicable law would have shown that the 

subject (i.e. the Tribe), about which/whom third party Lehtinen was summonsed to 

testify, would or should have been notified as a requirement of law.  Based on that 

applicable law, an appropriate inquiry by the Tribe's current attorneys would have 

revealed that the applicable law has been followed, and that both the Tribe and Mr. 

Roman had been notified and, indeed, that the Tribe and Mr. Roman had filed a 
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Petition to Quash.  Mr. Roman undoubtedly failed to inform his current attorneys 

of these facts and events. 

 Second, the documents which the current attorneys claim to be "newly 

discovered" themselves indicate that the Tribe had been notified.  The Petition to 

Enforce ("newly discovered", according to the Tribe's current attorneys) itself 

states: (i) "On May 30, 2012, Agent Furnas served the notice required by I.R.C. 

7609(a) on the Tribe...."; (ii) On June 18, 2012, the Tribe filed a petition to quash 

the summons...."; and (iii) "On July 18, 2012, the Tribe filed a notice of Dismissal 

of Petition to Quash Summons...." (IRS’ Petition to Enforce, ¶¶ 16, 17, attached as 

Exhibit 6; also attached to Tribe’s Motion to Disqualify as Tribe’s Exhibit E-1.) 

 The Declaration of Revenue Agent Furnas (part of the IRS’ Petition to 

Enforce) also recites the essential facts: (i) "On May 30, 2012, I served the notice 

required by I.R.C. 7609(a) on the Tribe"; (ii) "On June 18. 2012, the Tribe filed a 

petition to quash the summons issued to Mr. Lehtinen on the [sic] several grounds, 

including the attorney-client and the attorney-work product privileges"; and (iii) 

"On July 18, 2912, the Tribe filed a Notice of Dismissal of the Petition to 

Quash...." (Declaration of Revenue Agent Furnas, Exhibit A to IRS’ Petition to 

Enforce, ¶¶ 16, 17; attached as Exhibit 7; also attached to Tribe’s Motion to 

Disqualify as Tribe’s Exhibit A to E-1.)    
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 4.  "Without hearing from the Tribe" - The Tribe claims that, in 

compelling Lehtinen to testify and finding that the attorney-client privilege had 

been waived, "[t]he Court ruled against the Tribe without hearing from the 

Tribe...." (emphasis in original, Tribe’s Motion to Disqualify, ¶ 3). 

 The truth, however, is that the Tribe was notified of the summons directed to 

Lehtinen and that the Tribe filed a Petition to Quash the Summons.  The Tribe was 

fully aware of the nature of the information sought by the ORS through its 

summons.  The Tribe's Petition to Quash included the assertion of attorney-client 

privilege, among other grounds.  The Petition was signed by Mr. Roman, and later 

withdrawn by Mr. Roman. 

 In other words, the Tribe and Mr. Roman were properly notified, began to 

participate, and then withdrew.  The only reason the Court did not hear from the 

Tribe in the IRS Summons Case was because the Tribe and its attorney, Mr. 

Roman, had consciously chosen not to be heard.  After the Tribe withdrew its 

opposition to the disclosure of the materials sought by the IRS, the compulsion 

proceedings against Lehtinen were the natural and logical next step in the 

summons process.  The Tribe and Mr. Roman chose to absent themselves from the 

proceedings.  Whether they simply made a mistake in failing to recognize the legal 

consequences of what they were doing, deliberately acted so as to later claim 

unfair exclusion, or even intended to prevent Judge Cooke from considering the 
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merits of the IRS subpoena case, is irrelevant (except insofar as the Court may 

wish to inquire of the circumstances which led to the false pleading herein).  Either 

way, the Tribe and Mr. Roman are responsible for the consequences of their own 

acts.  

 C.  False Claims in Mr. Roman's Affidavit  

While the current attorneys for the Miccosukee Tribe and Mr. Roman may 

be able to claim lack of knowledge of essential facts concerning the Motion to 

Disqualify, Mr. Roman obviously has no such excuse.  Among other misleading 

statements in Mr. Roman's affidavit, the Court should consider these unambiguous  

false statements: 

 1.  "No opportunity to protect its privilege" -- Mr. Roman states, 

"[t]he Tribe was given no opportunity to protect its privilege in the IRS/Lehtinen 

case" (Roman Affidavit, paragraph 17, page 5).  This is clearly a false statement, as 

the Tribe was notified of the summons and the information sought by the IRS and 

was given the opportunity to contest the summons (commonly referred to as a 

"third-party summons”).  In addition, Mr. Roman himself signed and filed a 

Petition to Quash that summons on behalf of the Miccosukee Tribe, asserting 

attorney-client privilege.  Thereafter, Mr. Roman withdrew the Petition to Quash 

and waived its attorney client privilege objections. 
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 The Court should consider sanctions against Mr. Roman for this false 

statement in paragraph 17 of his Affidavit. 

 2.  "I did not learn...until after the Rule 11 hearing..." -- Mr. Roman 

states, "I did not learn of the existence of the IRS/Lehtinen case until after the Rule 

11 hearings in this case were closed." (Roman Affidavit, paragraph 16, page 5).  

Here, Mr. Roman deliberately hides his knowledge of the summons to Lehtinen, 

his filing of the Petition to Quash, and his withdrawal from the latter, which 

foreclosed further Tribal notice or participation. 

 Mr. Roman's disingenuity is further demonstrated by his next statement: 

"During the Rule 11 hearing, I merely had knowledge that the IRS was conducting 

or conducted an investigation into Lehtinen...." (Roman Affidavit, ¶ 16, page 11). 

This is clearly false, as Roman knew that the IRS was conducting an investigation 

into the Miccosukee Tribe and had issued a third-party summons to Lehtinen in 

order to obtain information about the Tribe, and even knew what specific 

information was requested by the IRS.  Roman also knew that the IRS Summons 

case had been assigned to Judge Cooke one month before the Tribe withdrew its 

objections to the summons.  Roman is obviously disavowing all knowledge of the 

IRS summons to Lehtinen and hiding his filing and withdrawal of the Petition to 

Quash the summons, which exhibit his knowledge of the summons issue. 
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 Mr. Roman further misleads with his statement, "... I had no 

knowledge...that Judge Cooke was assigned to the Case." (Affidavit, paragraph 16, 

page 5).  In fact, Mr. Roman had filed the Notice of Voluntary Dismissal of 

Petition to Quash before Judge Cooke almost exactly one month after Judge Coke 

had been assigned to the case.  See Docket Sheet in case 12-MC-22273, attached as 

Exhibit 9.  The Court should consider sanctions against Mr. Roman for these false 

statements in paragraph 16 of his Affidavit. 

 D.   Conclusion Regarding Notice and Participation  

In summary, the Tribe’s claims that it did not participate in and was unaware 

of the entire IRS proceedings regarding the Lehtinen summons are demonstrably 

false because Mr. Roman received proper notice of the summons and the Tribe 

chose not to participate and chose not to be aware.  Second, Mr. Roman makes 

numerous ascertainably false claims in his affidavit.   

II.  All of the Judge's Remarks Followed the Presentation of Substantial 
Evidence in the Case and Were Based on Such Evidence; and the Court's 
Remarks, Rulings, and Behavior Did Not Demonstrate Bias or Prejudice 

 
A. Legal Standard on Motions to Disqualify 

The Court's remarks do not exhibit bias or prejudice, as the Plaintiff and its 

attorneys apparently concede: "...[T]he remarks were not immediately so 

pervasive...." (pending Motion to Disqualify, ¶ 2); "...[T]hose comments, standing 

alone, were not sufficient to cause Respondents to take the unusual step of moving 
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to disqualify..." (pending Motion to Disqualify, ¶ 11).  Furthermore, the Court's 

remarks followed substantial review of evidence and knowledge of the case.  In 

addition, the Court's denial of Lehtinen’s motion for contempt against the Tribe 

and its holding of the evidentiary hearing, which gave the Tribe an opportunity to 

rebut evidence, demonstrate considerable patience by the Tribe with the Tribe, and 

certainly not bias or prejudice against the Tribe and its attorneys.  

 A Court may show disfavor toward a party based on opinions formed 

through analysis of the evidence in the case.  As in Liteky v. United States, 

[t]he judge who presides at a trial may, upon completion of the 
evidence, be exceedingly ill disposed towards the defendant, who has 
been shown to be a thoroughly reprehensible person. But the judge is 
not thereby recusable for bias or prejudice, since his knowledge and 
the opinion it produced were properly and necessarily acquired in the 
course of the proceedings, and are indeed sometimes (as in a bench 
trial) necessary to completion of the judge's task.  
 

Liteky v. United States, 510 U.S. 540, 550-51 (1994).   

 Similarly, in United States v. South Florida Water Management District, 

290 F. Supp. 1356, 1360 (S.D. Fla. 2003), the Court concluded that it was not only 

the right, but also the obligation, of the Court to “formulate opinions on the basis 

of facts introduced or evidence occurring in the course of the [ ] proceedings . . .” 

Id.  There, the Court reiterated that the standard required for its disqualification 

was a “deep-seated favoritism or antagonism that would make fair judgment 

impossible.” Id. 
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 Additionally, there is no requirement that a court suspend all favoritism.  

Rather, a court must only suspend unfair favoritism, that which is “for some 

reason, wrongful or inappropriate. Impartiality is not gullibility.” Liteky, 510 U.S. 

540 at 552. Thus, as long as a judge’s remarks are based on facts or evidence in the 

present case or a prior case and do not demonstrate a “deep-seated favoritism or 

antagonism that would make fair judgment impossible,” and even if the remarks 

are “critical . . . disapproving . . . or even hostile to counsel, the parties, or the 

cases,” they do not normally support challenges of bias or impartiality. Id. at 555. 

In Liteky, the Court further described behavior which, although perhaps not the 

ideal, still falls well within the bounds of appropriate:   

Not establishing bias or partiality, however, are expressions of 
impatience, dissatisfaction, annoyance, and even anger, that are within 
the bounds of what imperfect men and women, even after having been 
confirmed as federal judges, sometimes display. A judge's ordinary 
efforts at courtroom administration—even a stern and short-tempered 
judge's ordinary efforts at courtroom administration—remain immune.  
 

Id. at 555-56. Clearly, the Court’s comments and indications of exasperation 

with the Tribe in this case fall far short of that demonstrated in Liteky. By 

any legal standard, the Court’s comments show no prejudice. 

B. The Court's Remarks Followed Substantial Knowledge of the 
Case and Review of Evidence 
  

Apparently recognizing that a Judge may reach conclusions and remark 

upon the issues and evidence before her or him, the Tribe argues that "[t]he Court's 
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comments were disturbing given that the Court had not yet received any evidence 

on the motions for Rule 11 sanctions" (pending Motion to Disqualify, 8).  

Furthermore, the Tribe implies that the Court commented without any evidence by 

asserting at least six times in its Motion that the Court commented "before the 

evidentiary hearing" (pending Motion to Disqualify, 2, 5, three times on 8, 10). 

 These claims are simply untrue.  Both Motions for Rule 11 Sanctions (by 

Lewis Tein and Lehtinen) were filed in 2013 and contained significant documents 

and references to the pleadings and depositions.  There were no in-court 

proceedings with any remarks by the Court until May 2014.  As the Court knows 

and Plaintiff should know, the Court could rule on Rule 11 motions without further 

hearings (rule "on the papers").  The fact that the Court orders a hearing beyond the 

papers does not eliminate the evidence already filed and before the Court.  

 Furthermore, the Court had already reviewed motions to dismiss and/or 

summary judgment in 2013, which involved substantial information on the case.  

Thus, the Court had substantial knowledge of the case and of evidence prior to 

making any of the remarks at issue, evidence gained in this particular case. 

 Accordingly, the claim that the Judge's remarks were made when "the court 

had not yet received any evidence" and "before the evidentiary hearing" (worded 

so as to imply that the Judge's remarks were not, and could not be, based on any 

evidence derived from the case), are misleading and incorrect. 
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 Moreover, the Tribe seems to have the misconception that the law 

presupposes that every Judge must be completely uninformed of the background of 

a case before she commences hearing evidence in any legal proceedings.  That 

notion is, of course, false.  The local rules, and notions of judicial economy, 

expressly provide for related cases to be assigned to the same judge, so that the 

pre-existing knowledge of a particular judge can be put to good use.  Accordingly, 

our judicial system encourages – not prohibits -- the assignment of judges with 

prior knowledge of a matter. To demand disqualification of judges from any 

related cases is obviously absurd.  

C. Holding the Evidentiary Hearing Demonstrates the Court's 
Absence of Bias and Prejudice  
  

Both Defendant Lehtinen's and Lewis Tien's Rule 11 sanctions motions 

contained substantial evidentiary support, in the form of references to pleadings, 

depositions, and numerous attached documentary exhibits. This evidentiary 

support would have been sufficient for the Court to rule without any further 

evidentiary submissions and without an evidentiary hearing.  Rule 11 motions may 

be granted or denied without hearings. 

 Nonetheless, the Court scheduled substantial time for evidentiary hearings, 

giving the Miccosukee Tribe the opportunity to rebut the evidence which Lehtinen 

and Lewis Tein had presented in their motions and in the hearings.  By far, the 
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longest time for testimony was granted to tribal witnesses.  The opportunity 

provided to the Tribe through the hearings demonstrates that the Court was not 

biased or prejudiced against the Tribe.   That the Court conducted a lengthy 

evidentiary hearing in this matter evinces an effort by the Court to be fair and give 

both sides their day in court – not prejudice. 

D. Denying Lehtinen's Motion for Contempt Demonstrates the 
Court's Leeway to the Tribe 

 
At the May 2014 hearing in which the following evidentiary hearing was 

ordered, the Tribe and its attorneys were specifically ordered to produce all audio 

recordings and to explain the circumstances regarding any missing recordings 

(when and why destroyed, etc.).  After the Tribe out and out failed to produce 

audio recordings of General Council meetings, and failed to explain why audio 

recordings were missing in direct contravention of the Court’s prior order, 

Lehtinen moved for contempt. 

 The Court denied Lehtinen's motion for contempt, demonstrating that the 

Court gave the Tribe considerable leeway – the opposite of bias and prejudice.  

The Tribe and its attorneys had plainly failed to comply with the Court's order, yet 

the Court withheld immediate sanctions and proceeded with the hearing. In sum, 

the Court’s remarks were in no way outrageous and were based on evidence in the 

case at the time each remark was made. They do not indicate prejudice. 
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III.   No Prejudice Can Derive From the So-Called "IRS Summons Case" 
Because (A) the Statements Made Therein by Lehtinen Are Substantially 
Similar to Those Made in the Rule 11 Hearing, (B) the Tribe Possessed 
Each and Every Document Submitted Therein, and (C) the Statements 
Were Not "Ex Parte" As to the Tribe, When the Tribe Voluntarily 
Absented Itself from the IRS Summons Proceedings  

 
A. Overlap of Hearing Provided Tribe Opportunity To Address All 

Issues 
  

The Rule 11 sanctions hearing, covering several days, addressed the same 

matters, presented in Lehtinen's Response to the Order to Show Cause in the IRS 

Summons Case, and did so in much greater detail.  The statements given by 

Defendant Lehtinen in the IRS Summons Case were no different than the 

statements made by Lehtinen at the Rule 11 hearing, at which time the Tribe had 

every opportunity to present evidence on the relevant matters and cross examine 

Lehtinen. 

 The overlap in coverage of the Rule 11 hearings, with the hearings covering 

the matters stated by Lehtinen in his Response to the Order to Show Cause, is 

admitted in the pending Motion to Disqualify and in Mr. Roman's Affidavit.  The 

Motion states that "the exhibits which Lehtinen attached to his response to the 

Court's order to show cause...were features of the evidentiary hearing" (pending 

Motion to Disqualify, ¶ 4).  In his Affidavit, Mr. Roman characterizes Lehtinen's 

response to the order to show cause as being "on essential issues that were before 

the Court in the present litigation" (Affidavit, ¶ 3, in all capital letters.)  Thus, the 
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Tribe and its attorneys had ample opportunity to address all these matters in the 

hearing.  Accordingly, no significant harm could have occurred from the earlier 

response in the IRS Summons Case.      

B. Tribe Possessed All Documents  

Every document submitted by Defendant Lehtinen in the IRS summons case 

had been in the possession of Plaintiff Tribe from the time the documents were 

created. Also, every document was identified in Lehtinen's exhibit list for the Rule 

11 hearing, and provided by Lehtinen to the Tribe and its attorneys in connection 

with the hearing.  Accordingly, no prejudice could result from the Court having 

previously seen some of these documents. 

C. The Summons Proceedings Were Not "Ex Parte" As to the Tribe 

The Tribe claims repeatedly that the information in the IRS summons 

proceedings was "ex parte" and therefore improper.  The term "ex parte" is used at 

least five times in the Motion to Disqualify (¶¶ 3, 4, twice on 11, and 12), and the 

term "extrajudicial source" is used as well (Motion to Disqualify, ¶11).  However, 

the Tribe and Mr. Roman were properly notified of the summons issue and chose 

not to participate (after initially filing a petition to quash the summons).  By 

voluntarily absenting itself from the proceedings, the Tribe cannot now claim to 

have been excluded or that the information in the proceedings was "ex parte" or 

“extra-judicial".   
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According to Liteky’s discussion of the “extrajudicial source” standard, 

“judicial rulings alone almost never constitute a valid basis for a bias or partiality 

motion.”  Liteky, 510 U.S. 540 at 555-556. Here, the documents were not “ex 

parte” or “extra-judicial,” as the term is typically understood, and if they were, 

they cannot form the basis for disqualification.   

IV.  The Motion to Disqualify is Untimely Filed 

 The Tribe’s excuse for the significant delay in filing the Motion to 

Disqualify is that the Tribe and its attorneys only recently discovered the "new 

information" regarding the IRS summons against Lehtinen.  But because the Tribe 

and Mr. Roman were properly notified about the summons and chose not to 

participate, this excuse for the delay is unpersuasive. 

CONCLUSION 

 For the reasons stated herein, the Motion to Disqualify the Honorable  
 
Marcia G. Cooke should be denied. 

Respectfully submitted, 
 
Dexter W. Lehtinen, Esq. 
Attorney for Dexter W. Lehtinen, Esq. 
1111 Brickell Avenue, Suite 2200  
Miami, FL 33131 
Phone: 305.760.8544   
Fax:  305.356.5720 
 
By:    /s/ Dexter W. Lehtinen          _ 
      DEXTER W. LEHTINEN, ESQ. 
      Florida Bar No. 265551 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 

I HEREBY CERTIFY that on September 22, 2014, I electronically filed the 

foregoing with the Clerk of the Court using CM/ECF.  I also certify that the 

foregoing document is being served this day on all counsel of record who are 

registered to receive service through the CM/ECF system.    

 

By:    /s/ Dexter W. Lehtinen          _ 
      DEXTER W. LEHTINEN, ESQ. 
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